Artisan People

Every business has its share of good workers, some even have an occasional great one, most have a few exceptionally skilled craftsmen, but listed below are those very special Artisan employees whose teamwork, expertise, integrity and pride set them apart as Artisan People:

Anthony Aquannio
Dominick Barile
Frank Barile
Ronald Barile
Kenneth Bayer
James Bolletin
Darrin Burlew
Kenneth Bleakley
John Boyle, Sr.
Thomas Burns
Gary Bush
Michael Cicchino
Patsy Cordasco
Robert Conkling
Daniel Cordasco
Joseph Covello
Florencio Croes
Robert D'Amola
Joseph Delmonte
Adolfo DiCosmo
Albert Lepine
Kenneth Dillon
Alfred Elington
Nicholas LoFredo
William Gesang
Kenneth Quizard
Gregory Farace
Emil Paynor
Michael Florit
Carlos Hunter
James Pyance, Sr.
James Pyance, Jr.
Dennis Kelly
Charles Kupiec
Marc Kupiec
Timmy McDougal
Edward Matay
Pasquale Matarro
Lauren Meus
Joseph Herold
Stephen Nebesne
James McArthur
William Lagamma
Thomas Mirabella
Michael Minervini
James Moore
Erik O'Brien
Joe O'Brien
Richard Morelli
Royk Morelli
Thomas Morelli, Jr.
Paul Nebesne
Charles Paolerio
Bruce Brobak
Jack Sartor
Robert Neville
Ernest Pence
Cemal Ozturk
Richard Pettoni
Peter Schmitz
John Salerno
David Senuto
David V. Senuto
Richard Strunk
John Sweezey, Jr.
Patricia Talerico
Michael Visicaro
Ralph Walker
John Wassman
Robert Weyrick, Sr.
Russell Westendorf
George Waleta
Vincent Wassmann
James Weinsheimer
Warren Winter
Reese Woods
David Zakashefski
Frank Zampese, Jr.
Frank Zampese
Angelo Zangrando
John Zangrando
Kerry Dillon
Joseph Hage
Cheryl Harlander
Carol Pence
Tracy Neilson
Frances Quaranta
Joseph King
Richard Leonhardt
Joan Driscoll
Gary Vaganek
Fred Fritsch
Russell Centanni
Harry Barna
Dennis Driscoll
George Moncho
Peg Clark
Jayne Cramer
John Yavorski
Michael Kearns
James Sickoria
Doris Rader
Frank Rutkowski
Walter Rutkowski
Kenneth Sekora
Matthew Sekora
Nancy Sekora
Michelle Sekora
Robert Sekora
Ron Weller, Jr.
Robert Scannell
Randy Sabato
Thomas Johnson
Alfred Roncaioli
David Kennedy
Steve Keppen
Thomas Ricciardi

Many thanks for your Artisan achievements throughout 1990. May the new year bring you and yours good health, great wealth, nice friends, and inner peace. Enjoy this thread of life.........
DESIDERATA

Go placidly amid the noise and the haste, and remember what peace there may be in silence...

As far as possible, without surrender, be on good terms with all persons. Speak your truth quietly and clearly; and listen to others, even to the dull and the ignorant; they too have their story. Avoid loud and aggressive persons; they are vexations to the spirit.

If you compare yourself with others, you may become bitter or vain, for always there will be greater and lesser persons than yourself. Enjoy your achievements as well as your plans. Keep interest in your own career, however humble; it is a real possession in the changing fortunes of time...Exercise caution in your business affairs, for the world is full of trickery. But let this not blind you to what virtue there is; many persons strive for high ideals, and everywhere life is full of heroism...

Be yourself. Especially do not feign affection. Neither be cynical about love; for in the face of all aridity and disenchantment, it is as perennial as the grass...Take kindly the counsel of the years, gracefully surrendering the things of youth. Nurture strength of spirit to shield you in sudden misfortune. But do not distress yourself with dark imaginings. Many fears are born of fatigue and loneliness.

Beyond a wholesome discipline, be gentle with yourself. You are a child of the universe no less than the trees and the stars; you have a right to be here. And whether or not it is clear to you, no doubt the universe is unfolding as it should. Therefore, be at peace with God, whatever you conceive him to be.

And whatever your labors and aspirations, in the noisy confusion of life, keep peace in your soul. With all its sham, drudgery and broken dreams, it is still a beautiful world. Be cheerful. Strive to be happy.
Artisan Activities

Best wishes to Steve Nebesne on his retirement - Enjoy!

Congratulations to the parents of our newest Artisan acquisitions- Ashley Morelli (daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Morelli, Jr.) and Asia Vaganek (daughter of Olga & Gary Vaganek).

Our prayers are with Jayne Cramer (re recuperating from surgery), my brother, Bob Sekora, (struggling with cancer), & my daughter, Nancy Sekora, (fighting back from knee surgery).

Many thanks to Michelle S., Efrain Calderon, and Doris Bader for their efforts in designing this year’s Christmas card.

All Is Calm...

The winter solstice is upon us..... a slowing economy and dropping temperatures have put construction to a standstill..... and together with the approaching year end, it's time for us to regroup and reflect..... and remember times past..... for years, Arnold Hess (founder of Artisan Tile), had a poster in his office that he said summarized his philosophy of life – The Desiderata (see page #3)which was written over one hundred years ago by an unknown author. It was found chiseled onto a stone slab in the yard of the old Baltimore Cathedral in my hometown..... as part of our Christmas celebration, and in tribute to Arnie's birthday, we are sharing these words with you-

Enjoy.....

HAPPY HOLIDAYS

J.S.

Artisan

238 Cleveland Avenue
Highland Park, NJ 08904

recycled paper